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WATER IS A GREAT EQUALIZER
Steve Middleton from Nanaimo helped only at
the start by his wife, Anne, has a great swim
to start off 2004 at the Cowichan meet.
Steve lost his leg in a cycling accident.
Watch for his article in the next Great Lengths
under the column, ‘Down but Not Out’.

Photos by B & G.Pronk

GOING STRONG AT 90
90 Year Old Jim Panton climbs out of the pool after his 3rd
National breaststroke record at the Cowichan meet. There
will be no holding back this youngster.
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Captain’s Table - by Aart Looye
Hi,
just
back from a
s h o r t
vacation in
San Carlos,
Mexico.
Pools
in
northern Mexico are not heated
and training in them is not very
pleasant. But then again I was
in the sun and could watch and
swim with the dolphins, seals
and pelicans. There are a
couple of more meets before
provincials and I would
e n c o u r a ge a l l M S A B C
swimmers to participate in as
many of them as possible. Get
a rush by stepping up on the
blocks and feel your pulse
increase in anticipation of the
start. It’s a feeling you never
get over.
Brian Rodger, our long serving
registrar has had to submit his
resignation due to increasing
work commitments. Many
thanks to Brain and his family
for the great work that they
have done over the years for
MSABC. Brian’s resignation
leaves a large hole in our

organization and I’m asking for
help in this department. We
will be using Swim Direct in
the future for club registration
but we still need someone to
oversee this new process. If
you can help out on this issue
please contact me.
I’m also very pleased to report
that the David Tree dispute
with MSC issue has be settled.
David in his acceptance letter
indicates “ My gratitude and
humble thanks to the MSABC
(Bonnie, Aart, Barry) as well
as David/ Gail Morrill in
Venezuela and to the office of
the Honorable John Herron
(the new Liberal MP from New
Brunswick) for their belief in
due process/sportsmanship and
their never ending moral
support and encouragement. “
The underwater camera is here
and as soon as we get the new
carrying cases it will be
available to all clubs. Watch
the web site for details.
AART

The Purposes of the Masters Swimming Association of British Columbia are:
♦

to promote fun, fitness, health, fellowship and participation among adult
swimmers

♦

to give guidance and leadership in the direction development and execution
of programs for non-competitive and competitive adult swimmers in British
Columbia

♦

to encourage the development and use of facilities for swimming, in general,
and for Masters swimming, in particular
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CALENDAR of MASTERS
Meets
2004
Saturday Mar 27....................Winskill Otters, SC - Cheryl Miniato cheryl@intouch.ca (604) 948-0682
April 23-25 .............................2004 MSABC Provincials, SC - Watermania Pool, Richmond - Alex Muir muiradams@shaw.ca
May 16 ....................................Team Aquatic Supplies Masters One Day Camp - UBC - greg@team-aquatic.com (see page7)
May 21-24...............................Canadian Masters Championships, LC - Kinsmen Sport Centre, Edmonton, Alberta
James Hood (780) 415-1780 jameshood@swimalberta.ca site of the World Masters Games in 2005
June 3 - 13 ..............................10th World Masters Swimming Championships - Riccione, Italy www.masters2004.it
Aug 12 - 15..............................USMS National Masters Swim Championships - Savannah, GA www.usms.org

2005
July 15 - 24 .............................6th World Masters Games - Edmonton, AB - www.2005worldmasters.com/
All meets listed here are sanctioned or recognized by Masters Swimming Association of British Columbia Times swum at these
meets are eligible for BC and Canadian records and Top 10/20 times. Sanctioned meets are also covered by MSABC liability
insurance.

2004 MSABC PROVINCIALS
by Alex Muir

In case you missed it in the last issue of Great Lengths, this year’s Provincial championships,
hosted by Delta Retreads and sponsored by VCR Print presenting Slazenger golf wear, will be
held at the Watermania Aquatics Centre in Richmond from Friday evening, April 23 to Sunday
afternoon, April 25. The MSABC annual general meeting and a barbecue will held after Saturday’s
events.
This a short course meet with a maximum of 3 individual entries per day or 7 for the whole
meet. For full meet details, including the entry form and an accommodation guide, please see the
last issue of Great Lengths or go to the Delta Retreads website @ www. DeltaMastersSwimming.ca.
•
•
•
•
•

A few noteworthy points:
The 1500 free will be limited to the first 80 entrants.
You must submit a seed time for every individual event you enter.
Relays will be deck seeded on the day of the event
HyTek entries may be submitted by e-mail, but they won’t be processed until payment is
received.
Save $5 by ordering a t-shirt and a ticket to the banquet.

The entry deadline is April 9, 2004, so talk to your teammates about getting those entries in soon.
Come join us----get some exercise, have fun, participate in the AGM and renew old acquaintances
at the barbecue!
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Suits, Caps and Track suits for travel with British Columbia & Canada Maple
Leaf logo and more
Are you going to Canadian Championships or Worlds in Riccione, Italy this year or perhaps World
Games in Edmonton next year? Then, you might be interested in ordering a special suit, cap or track suit
to look sharp and be part of the MSBC British Columbia group.
Bill Sawchuk at Team Aquatics will coordinate the suits through there because most people will want
different types of suits. The suits will get a 30% discount and the logo's will be $10.00 The logo will be a
red maple leaf. The price on the Fastskin suits is: full body $280.00, Highneck bodyskin $238.00,
Kneeskin $210.00, Legging $175.00, Jammer $140.00
The caps will be the same as New Zealand. They had a Canada flag with your last name
underneath it. Bill will need 20 names at 4 caps each. The price would be $5.00 per cap/ $20.00 per
order of 4 caps.
The Kobe track suit is red and black and quite attractive. The team from Ontario wore these at the
New Zealand, Worlds and plan to do so again. It would be nice if we had the same track suit but with
British Columbia embroidered on the back. These suits would also be great for any travel out of
province. Bill estimates that a maple leaf on the front left chest and British Columbia on the back would
be about $20.00 per jacket.
The Kobe tracksuits are, jacket $37.00, pants $21.00, set $58.00 plus two taxes.
Contact Bill Sawchuk at Team Aquatics right away to order any of the above:

1-800-234-4833
604-980-2805
bill@team-aquatic.com
If we cannot get the numbers for caps, Chris Smith in Ontario is doing the same there and you could
contact him at chrismith32@hotmail.com

MASTERS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS IN ITALY
If you are planning to go to Riccione, Italy for the World Masters Championships, please contact Ivan
Szsaz at isasz@interchange.ubc.ca or (604)734-4455. Don’t forget to enter your club as MSBC (Masters
Swimming British Columbia). There may also be a possibility of relays if there is interest.

Editors’ Lane
This is the start of our second
year as editors. Gary and I would like
to thank all the swimmers who helped
make these issues possible. It is the
only way the magazine will be
successful.
We need your ideas on what you
would like to see in Great Lengths. It is
also imperative that deadlines are met
so that the issue can get out promptly.
When all articles are not in on time, it
becomes a real problem with the setup. Preparation of the magazine is
very time consuming so please try to
help in this fashion.
One other problem is incorrect
postal codes on addresses, or

addresses that have changed and not
been reported. This costs your
association over a $1.00 per returned
copy and means you miss the latest
issue.
In this issue we look at nutrition
for meets and the question of caffeine.
And Steve Jorgensen completes the
3rd part of his excellent ‘Prevention of
Shoulder Injuries’ articles. Swimmers’
Dialogue continues with a look at the
strategies and planning of the 100 free
and the 200 I.M.
The ’Behind the Scenes” and
’Victim Profile’ continue and we would
like to thank Barry Davis for his
continued contribution of various
’victims’. Contact Barry at
barry.davis@crcn.net if you know

someone who might like to be
interviewed. We would like to continue
the ‘Down but Not Out’ column but we
need you to come forward with your
story of overcoming and injury or
disability or suggest someone who
would like to share their experiences.
Team Aquatic Supplies gives us
an inside look at new technology and
presents us with another great clinic
opportunity.
We also feature a look at training
the more mature swimmer which we
will all be some day, though the
concept
of
‘older’
ages as
we do.
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WET SPOT
A Column by a swimmer living in the sticks
Bonnie Pronk
COMMENTS & FEEDBACK WELCOME

Beyond Fitness in Masters
Swimming
Most of us involved in Masters
swimming do so for fitness
regardless of our ability. We are
motivated to swim for many
different reasons, but fitness and
health are paramount. Over the
years Masters swimming does
truly become a lifestyle, as our
motto professes. We time our
day to fit in a trip to workout at
the pool. Vacations may even be
centered around a swim meet,
especially when it is located in
some great exotic spot. It gives
you a great excuse to go there.
Swimming becomes a sharing of
a lifestyle with others of the
same bent. You make new
friends at your swim club and at
meets. Since you share a love
for the sport, meeting others at
meets or at your club is easy
and camaraderie grows.
In order for this environment to
exist it takes organization, be it
at a club level or at a meet.
Swimmers have to work together
to make things happen. This
means there has to be lots of
volunteers. Sometimes we forget
about this aspect. Getting
involved in swimming when out
of the pool is vital to the
continuance of Masters. Setting
up a club takes a group of
interested swimmers who want
to provide the best environment
possible for all to find enjoyment
through their swimming. This
means finding a coach to guide
all abilities through satisfying
practices, adequate times and
room to swim at the local pool,

an administrative group to
handle fees, registration, and
social outings whether they be
meets or other activities such as
a picnic, sleight ride, or just
getting together for coffee after
practice. If you truly love the
sport of swimming you will want
to give something back to it.
What is great about the Masters
swimming family is that one’s
ability or not, need not interfere
with friendships, volunteering,
enjo ym ent of excellence,
sharing, and having fun. Age is
of no concern either, as
swimming is the common
denominator which we all can
share. Only in Masters swimming
can swimmers decades apart,
share a suite in Hawaii, swim
t he i r h e ar t s o ut at an
international meet, enjoy the
setting sun on the ocean and
finish the day at the ice cream
parlour. This sort of event
happens many, many times.
Whether you win the race and
break records or finish the race
near the end is of no
consequence. You have made
the effort to train and to be at the
meet. You are a part of a very
special group. How many people
25 – 95 work out consistently
over countless years? Each
swimmer has his goals and one
is not more important than the
other. However, each can share
in the excellence of the winner
and the courage and tenacity of
the finisher. Both swims can be
an inspiration to others to
continue in their personal quest.

At this time of the year we take
time to honour one of our
members for achievement and
one for service. There are many
worthy but someone must
nominate them. Take that little
extra time and make a
suggestion. Get together with
club members and submit some
names of some special people
from your club. Remember that
the Achievement Award can be
for excellence or overcoming
diversity. Almost all swimmers
have had to overcome obstacles
to swim or continue to swim. You
might also ask these people to
consider being interviewed for
our ‘Down but Not Out’ column.
Others are interested to hear
about how someone else
triumphed because perhaps it
gives them hope to overcome
their difficulty. For the Service
Award, there are also many
deserving people out there.
Many give countless hours to
make your swimming more
enjoyable and easy at both the
club and meet level. To be
nominated is an honour in itself.
Give something back by being
involved, even if it is in this small
way.
Think beyond fitness, because
there is so much more.
“My fitness program was never a
fitness program. It was a campaign
a revolution, a conversion. I was
determined to find myself. And in the
process, found my body and the
soul that went with it.” (from Running
& Being the Total Experience by Dr.
George Sheehan.)
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Video Tech-Analysis
By Ryan Laurin

Like nearly
every facet
of life today
the
swimming
world
is
q u i t e
literally
b e i n g
revolutionized by high tech. Gone
are the days where a coach or
athlete simply makes generalized
assumptions about what an athlete
is, or should be doing, based on
glimpses of the stroke from the pool
deck. A proactive coach from the
‘analogue’ era may have jumped into
the pool with a pair of goggles or
have their swimmers quickly paddle
by a tiny underwater window in a
little 10 meter long diver tank to
make some corrective assessments.
Even once these diminutive
comments were made even the most
clever swim veteran would have
difficulty making the cognitive
connection necessary to compose
anything more than the most
minuscule incremental change, if any
actualized change at all.
Today coaches, from the most
sophisticated to the most novice, are
able to gaze at their swimmers in the
most comprehensive manner by
using the Team Aquatic Supplies
RaceTek underwater analysis
system. The RaceTek system is
biomechanical analysis system that
digitally records a swimmers every
intricate movement onto DVD. Once
the swimmer has been recorded, the
professional staff from Team
Aquatics do a complete analysis of
the swim. So powerful is this tool that
the RaceTek system is used weekly
at the National Swim Center at UBC.
It is also used at nearly every
national swimming team event that is
logistically possible. In the tech age,
the coach and his athletes have the
ability to make real, actualized
correction through the biofeedback
methodologies offered by the
RaceTek system.

The RaceTek system is not the
pole camera that many coaches
have been using. The RaceTek
system is a highly refined assembly
of underwater digital recoding and
analyzing instruments. The
aforementioned pole cam is the
modern day “dive tank window”, in
that it only allows for a swift glimpse
of the swimmers as they quickly
paddle by, is extremely low quality,
and has no method for further
swimmer viewing. The RaceTek
outfit has been put together with only
the highest end equipment, allowing
for absolute broadcast quality
images. The session starts with an
over water view of the swimmer’s
start; as the swimmer’s hips enter
the water, we instantly switch to a
side underwater view of the swim. As
the athlete swims down the length,
we follow by his/her side recording
every movement through the turn,
and back down the length. With 10
meters left in the second length we
switch to a front view to catch the
athlete swimming into the camera.
Notice, the RaceTek components
have been deliberately assembled
together to capture a holistic viewing
of the swimmer.
Ryan Laurin, former national
team member, and Canadian record
holder does the Biomechanical
analysis of the athlete’s swim. With
the multiple camera angle footage
that has been digitally recorded,
Ryan is able to look at every intricacy
that is displayed in a swimmers
stroke; he not only makes voice over
comments onto the DVD, he also
has a telestrator and draws onto the
playing image the corrective
illustrations. The athlete receives in
DVD format a real time video of his/
her swim, a frame by frame analyzed
version of their swim, and also the
corrective comments and illustrations
that provide for an invaluable
biofeedback tool necessary to make
conspicuous improvement.
Recently the RaceTek crew was
at the Watermania doing a film
session set up by Masters sprinter
extraordinaire, Greg Margharitis.
Booking is very simple: get a
group together; generally (we need a
group of 6 or more swimmers). In
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this case Greg sent out an email to
his network of swim friends and
brought together 9 swimmers from
the lower mainland and the island.
From this point we set up a date,
time, and location to do the swim. In
this case we used Watermania in
Richmond, between heats and finals
of a swim meet.
We met on pool deck. While the
RaceTek crew set up, the swimmers
did a small warm-up of about 15
minutes. With the warm up over and
the equipment set up, we did a brief
explanation of what the protocol was,
and began. The protocol was very
simple, 3x50 build, and descending,
with about 20-30 seconds rest. Our
first swimmer hit the water at about
2.30 and we were wheels up and
everyone on their way by about 3.30
or so. From this point Ryan takes
the master copies of the swim videos
and does the analysis back at his
office. The analysis itself generally
takes 1-2 days and the DVDs are
mailed directly to each swimmer for
their viewing pleasure.
If yourself, or anyone you know
would like to experience the most
technologically advanced swimming
tool available today or if you have
any questions please do not hesitate
to give Ryan at Team Aquatic
Supplies a call today directly at 604809-7946.
Editors’ note: Whether high tech
or not the coach needs to see
what is happening underwater.
MSABC now owns a Power Cam
camera (purchased through Team
Aquatics) for teams to borrow so
they can see what their swimmers
are doing underwater. The camera
is on a pole and the apparatus
may be moved as the swimmer
swims down the pool. It can be
recorded on a video and a TV so
that it may be viewed immediately
and after in regular and slow
motion. Look in the next issue for
more information.
For others, having the coach in
the pool watching your stroke can
be most helpful too and certainly
more revealing than views from
above water at deck level.
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NUTRITION NOTES
What to Eat During Meets
By Dr. Susan Crawford

Many swimmers ask what they
should eat during a meet
whether it be a one day event
or several days. It is difficult to
get some food into your
system between events. So
we asked an expert, Dr. Susan
Crawford.
Dr. Crawford was appointed
Assistant Director of the Institute
of Nutrition, Diabetes and
Metabolism in 2002 at Simon
Fraser University. Dr. Crawford
brings to this role a diverse
background as a researcher,
educator, and practitioner in the
fields of nutrition and health
promotion. She holds a Masters of
Science in Nutrition from the
University of London (1978), a
PhD in Kinesiology from Simon
Fraser University (1991) and is a
Registered Dietitian/Nutritionist.
Her positions in Human Kinetics
at the University of British
Columbia and in Kinesiology and
Gerontology at Simon Fraser
University included teaching and
research that ranged from basic
nutrition
to
community
mobilization. In addition to her
academic work, Susan's
professional and volunteer
positions have spanned working
with, and within, the food
industry, public health, health
charities, sport and fitness, and
the media. She brings a wide
range of experience in
communications work in radio,
television and a variety of print

media, including a role as a
Vancouver Sun columnist and as
a regular nutrition commentator
on BCTV's noon news. Over the
years, Dr. Crawford has served on
a variety of provincial and national
committees and boards. Most
r e c e nt a re t h e C o a c h i n g
Association of Canada's Sport
Nutrition Advisory Committee and
the executive of the National
Institute of Nutrition.

GL: For the first event of the
day of a swim meet
a) How long before the
race should the swimmer
eat?
Dr. C: This depends on WHAT
they eat.
Foods with little
fibre, protein or fat will be
digested and absorbed more
rapidly than those with these
components.
Nervous
stomachs can also delay
digestion and absorption. The
rule of thumb is to allow
1 hour to digest a snack
(banana, or fruit yogurt, or
toast and jam); 2 hours to
digest a small meal (the
previous foods eaten
together); 3-4 hours for a
larger meal (sandwich, milk,
fruit, raisins)
b) what should the
balance of nutrients be i.e.
carbs, protein and fats?
Dr. C: There will only ever be
a shortage of carbohydrate on
the day of a swim meet. So

the greater proportion you can
eat that is carb, the better.
Though it has to be palatable so that you'll actually want to
eat it and feel good about what
you've eaten.
c) Could you give us
some examples of what one
might eat for breakfast since
most of our meets start in
the morning?
Dr. C: Low-fibre cereal - rice
krispies, cornflakes, junky kids
stuff plus skim or 1% milk or
yoghurt (fruit yoghurt is great
with cereal), a banana and an
orange or some canned fruit
like pineapple or peaches
(apples, pears take longer to
digest)

Fruit salad (see above
plus blueberries, strawberries)
with yoghurt on it plus toast/
bagel (jam or honey - no
butter) or Low fat/low fibre
muffin
Fruit smoothy - yoghurt,
banana, orange juice,
blueberries/strawberries and
skim milk powder.
Home-made pancakes syrup or fruit topping; no butter
(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

GL: During a one day meet
(6 - 7 hrs)
The swimmer is
interested in as quick a
recovery as possible from a
swim and to keep the body
nourished throughout the
day of the meet. Most
swimmers swim 4 events
during the meet. Should a
swimmer try to consume
some food after a race
event?
Dr. C: Yes
a) when?
Dr. C: As soon as possible
b) what (examples &
does the form matter, i.e.
solid or liquid and balance
of nutrients)?
Dr. C: Solid or liquid doesn't
matter - though liquid serves
to prevent dehydration as
well. It is best to focus on
carbohydrate.
There is no
need to worry about protein
during events - it will be used
as fuel if there is not enough
carbohydrate consumed.
c) why - from a
physiological basis to
achieve
one's
best
performance?
Dr. C: The event and the
stress of waiting for it can
burn
a
considerable
proportion of glycogen
(carbohydrate fuel) stores. It
needs to be replenished
before the next event and this
takes time - so it is best to
s t a r t i m m e di a t e l y a n d
consume carbs
that are
rapidly absorbed. Go to
www.glycemicindex.com for a
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quick course on what foods
deliver carb quickly. 'Listen' to
your stomach and don't
overdo the amount of food.
The rule of thumb is 1.5
grams carb per Kg body
weight every 2 hours. A

banana contains about 30
grams of carbohydrate; a
bagel - 50 grams. Look at
food labels for Nutrient info.
d) to what extent does
the length of the event
affect the above?
Dr. C: Longer (slower) events
tend to deplete more glycogen
than the shorter, faster
events, but both can be
depleting.
GL: During a multiple
day major meet (3 - 4 days)
Longer races such as the
800 or 1500 free are usually
swum on the first night or at
the end of the last day. The
next two days contain a mix
of sprints of 50's & 100's ,
and the 200 and 400's. The
major question is food
intake during day 2 and 3,
especially between races
when swimmers usually
swim about 3 individual
races per day and possibly
some relays (50m). Most
swimmers live on liquids,
bars, and muffins or the
like, not having enough time
to digest too much before
another race. After an early
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breakfast swimmers eat
very little during the 6 - 8
hour period of the meet.
Questions as above.
Dr. C:
Liquids, bars, and
muffins are likely great
sources of energy for these
days - though if they get
boring, athletes can't get
inspired to eat, and a fuel
shortage becomes imminent.
Watch the bars - some are too
stacked with protein to be of
use as fast fuel. Choose the
ones with mostly carbs.
Small meals (juice, white
bun with thin slice of cheese,
lots of lettuce/sprouts,
tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper slices, mustard not
mayo) or the breakfast one
above could be handled if
there are 2 hour breaks
The important meals will
be dinners, when not only
carbohydrate will need to be
replaced,, but also protein,
vitamins and minerals (and
fluid of course). This is a time
for lots of pasta/rice; some
meat/cheese/eggs; and lots of
fruit and vegetables. Avoid
fatty food and really high fibre
stuff like beans and bran of
you’re not accustomed to
them.
Attention Clubs
For
new
individual
registrations, until a new
registrar is found, please send
registration forms (available on
web site) and money to
Leon
Politano
e-mail:
vicepresident@mastersswimmi
ng.bc.ca 3379 Mary Anne Cres,
Victoria BC V9C 3J6
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Caffeine: Help or Hurt?
By Jody Welborn M.D.

Jody Welborn is a cardiologist in
private practice in Portland,
Oregon. A Masters swimmer in
Portland, she is also a member of
the United States Masters
Swimming Sports Medicine,
Safety and Fitness Committees.
(This article has been reprinted by
permission from Dr. Welborn. It
first appeared in the March/April
2000 SWIM magazine)

As you down that steaming
cup of coffee in the early morning
before swim practice, or sip
espresso before the first event of
your big meet, it may cross your
mind that this may not be
benefiting your performance or
your health
What are the facts regarding
caffeine use?
Whether it is drinking a latte,
downing an iced tea or drinking
cola as an afternoon pick-me-up,
caffeine is one of the most widely
used drugs in the world. It is
certainly
the
most
comprehensively studied.
What, exactly, happens
when caffeine enters the body?
Caffeine is very well absorbed,
with peak blood levels achieved
within an hour after ingestion.
It then causes a number of
responses in the body. Blood
pressure, heart rate and stomach
acid are increased, and fatty

acids are released into the blood
stream. These effects may last up
to 12 hours, but after about four
days of use, the body develops a
tolerance to the effects of
caffeine, and the changes
described are not as pronounced.
Happily, research suggests
that caffeine has no adverse
health effects when used in
moderation (i.e., one to two mugs
of brewed coffee per day, or three
to five 12 -ounce glasses of iced
tea).
Studies have looked at the
possible association between
caffeine use and fibrocystic
breast disease, pancreatic cancer
and heart disease. Proving a
cause-and-effect relationships is
difficult, and despite numerous
studies, a relationship between
caffeine and these diseases has
not been demonstrated.
One study looking at caffeine
and heart disease actually
suggested that there was a
slightly increased risk of death
from heart disease in people who
drank more than five cups of
“decaffeinated” coffee daily!
The short-term adverse
effects are well-known.
Caffeine increases the
am ount of stomach acid
produced and may cause or
worsen heartburn. Insomnia and
anxiety can also be attributed to
caffeine intake, and some say
that increased heart rate or
palpitations are caused by
caffeine use.
Caffeine is a mild diuretic, so
dehydration may be a concern
with use before long exercise
sessions or racing. Some athletes
may also experience abdominal
cramps or diarrhea related to
caffeine use, which, combined
with mild dehydration, may be
detrimental to performance.
In addition, some people
may become dependent on
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caffeine. If they stop using
caffeine, they can experience
withdrawal symptoms such as
headache and fatigue. These
symptoms typically are relieved
with caffeine, and their severity
can be decreased if caffeine
intake is decreased gradually as
opposed to quitting “cold turkey”.
The symptoms will also
improve after several days if
caffeine is not restarted.
Caffeine has been shown to
be a performance-enhancing
drug that is most effective in
endurance sports. This may be
due to caffeine’s ability to
mobilize fat stores, encouraging
working muscles to use fat as
fuel, thus delaying depletion of
glycogen stores. This physiologic
effect is less important in shortterm, high-intensity exercise such
as sprints.
Caffeine may also alter the
athlete’s perception of how hard
she is working, which translates
into less fatigue. However,
caffeine affects each person’s
performance differently. Some
athletes thrive on it; others cannot
use it due to stomach upset or
jitters.
Because caffeine enhances
at hlet ic perf orm anc e, th e
International Olympic Committee
has banned it, but only at very
high dosages.
In order to achieve these
levels, a 150-pound athlete would
need to drink three to four large
cups of coffee (225-400 mg. of
caffeine) within an hour of the
activity.
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SWIMMERS’ DIALOGUE
Scripting or Planning a
100 metre Swim
While attending a Masters
training camp at the US Olympic
training centre in Colorado
Springs a few years ago, I was
intrigued by coach Kerry
O’Brien’s talk about scripting a
100 m swim. Kerry O’Brien, who
has been USMS coach of the
year, is a professional Masters
swim coach for the Walnut Creek
Masters in California.
He talked about
planning a 100 metre
swim so that each
individual could go into
such a race with a
plan.
Firstly
the
individual needs to
determine the number
of yards they are ,able
to sprint. To do this
Kerry suggests that
you swim 50’s with lots
of rest and easy swim
down in between,
using the first 25 as
build up and then
sprinting until you feel
yourself losing speed
and then stop. This
must be an honest
assessment. This then
is the number of
metres
you
can
maintain a true sprint. There are
4 parts to this scripting and these
parts are NOT 25 metres. (see
diagram above)
The four parts are:
1. Easy (painless) speed
_______metres
2. Build-up______ metres
3. Sprint________ metres
4. Final 15 m.
The idea is that if you sprint too
soon you will tend to “spin your
wheels” and not really hold the
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water. I think we have all done
this. The concept in the last 15
metres is to hold the speed, not
panic and lose your technique.
You try to control how much you
slow down in these last 15
metres.
Kerry gave these hints to
scripting:
1. When scripting a 100
race, start at the finish
and work back towards
the start.
2. Determine your “ full
speed distance” and be
honest
with
your
assessment
3. Understand the difference
between “swimming fast”
and “controlling loss of
speed”.
4. A l l o t h e r s p r i n t i n g
principles apply.
Great Lengths asked Sarah
MacDonald from Victoria Masters
who is a National record holder in
the 50, 100 free and 50 fly, how
she tackles a 100 m free.

Survival Strategies for
the 100 M. Free
With
Sarah
MacDonald

GL: D o
you
have an overall
plan of attack
for
the
100
Free?
SM: I find the
100 free the
hardest event for
me to race and
as a result, I
don’t swim it at
every meet. My
plan of attack is
basically one of
survival. I know
that the last 15
metres or so my arm and leg
muscles will be just screaming to
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stop, my stroke is going to
shorten up and there is going to
be more pain involved than I like
to think of, so my plan is to get
through all that as best as
possible.
GL: Kerry O’Brien advocates
planning a 100 metre swim by
dividing it into 4 segments
starting from the finish and
working backwards to the
start. Do you do something
similar?
SM: I do break the race down into
parts but I plan out my race the
other way around - from the start
through to the finish. In a short
course race I look at each length
separately and have a focus for
each. On the first 25 I usually
have enough nervous energy to
burn that it takes care of itself. I
focus on feeling a smooth, fluid
stroke and on a breathing pattern
[usually ever y 4 strokes
compared with an every 3 stroke
pattern I would use in longer
events]. The next 25 is not so
much a build-up length as it is a
focus on easy speed- that is, the
sense that you are already going
fast but that the next length will
be even faster. On the 3rd length
I focus on keeping my stroke long
and adding power. I know very
little about cars but I think the
analogy is right: the 3rd length
should be like moving from a
regular model car to one that is
turbo charged. Finally, on the
last length I focus on my kick
more, on sprinting and on holding
the water through my stroke as
best I can. It doesn’t feel pretty
at the end but, if the effort is
made, it probably shouldn’t.
GL: What about for long course
meets?
SM: Perhaps it shouldn’t be, but
in my mind the 100 long course
(Continued on page 12)
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(Continued from page 11)

and 100 short course are entirely
different races. I swam long
course much more frequently as
an age-grouper than I have since
I started Masters swimming so
my experience as a Master is
limited. What I aim for long
course is to do the first 50 as a
bit of a build-up starting out
pretty fast but not pushing or
trying to power through the
stroke. When I get to the wall at
50 metres I want to feel like I
have something left so that I am
coming out of the turn faster than
when I went into it. On the return
length I try to focus on strong,
fluid swimming adding in a
stronger kick in the last 20-25
metres. I try not to think about
how long that return length
seems.
GL: How do you approach the
start, turns and finish for the
100 free?
SM: I don’t think I do anything
different on the start for my 100
free than for any other short
distance event. I try to get good
propulsion off the block from both
my arms and legs and to have a
streamlined entry but my start
has definite room for
improvement. As for the turns I
aim for 3 things on each: hard,
fast strokes 3 or 4 strokes before
the turn to build momentum
going in; a streamlined push-off
with a strong kick going out; and
never, never breathing on the
first stroke after the turn. For the
finish I try to keep high in the
water and to not breathe the last
5 or 6 strokes into the wall. I
also try keep the speed up by
swimming “into” the wall instead
of swimming “up” to it.
To
remember this I think of the
winner of a track race running
through the finish tape.

GL: What types of sets do you
like to do to prepare for the
100 free when you’re about a
month before a big meet like
the Provincials or Nationals?
SM: The sets I like to do and
those that I actually do are
probably 2 different things. I
would be happy to just keep
traveling along the low-stress
aerobic highway, but the
workouts are drawn up by our
team coaches, Danielle and
Avila, so sometimes I don’t have
that option. Prior to a taper for a
big meet there is usually at least
2 weeks of workouts where the
emphasis is on high intensity
effort for fairly short periods with
active rest in between [i.e. really
hard workouts, especially for
sprinters]. The sets might be
400-500 metres in length [e.g.
8x50 or 4x100 or 3x150] on a
hard pace time, followed by 3
minutes of active rest [like an
easy 100] and repeated too
many times [usually 3x’s in all
the different combinations for a
total of 1200-1500 metres high
intensity work]. They seem to be
infinitely variable and painful.
GL: D o
you
have
any
suggestions for training
specifically for the 100 free?
SM: One of the best suggestions
I had was from a dearly departed
coach [not dead, just living in
Vancouver] Erik Kerasiotis. As
might be apparent from my
earlier comments, I was really
spooked by the thought of
“dying” on the last 25 of the race.
What Erik suggested to get over
that issue was to over-swim the
distance at an all-out effort in
training – that is, swim at an allout 100 free pace but swim it for
150 metres or as far beyond 100
as you can, then “die”. After a
while your mind and body get
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used to the idea that you can
finish the full 100. I also find that
while it is difficult for me to swim
an all-out 100 free in training, I
am more comfortable going allout in 100 metres of another
stroke [as long as it’s not
butterfly and it doesn’t happen
too often] and I can work on
getting the necessary balance
between sprinting and endurance
that way as well.

COACHES COLUMN
The 200 Individual
Medley - Training and
Racing Considerations

By Jack Kelso

Jack was a former Olympian, from
Ocean Falls, the mecca of great
swimmers. He is now a retired
professor emeritus from the School
of Human Kinetics, UBC, where he
also coached and taught swimming.
His educational background is a BA
in English, MSc. in P.E. and Ph.D. in
Sports Administration.
Newly
released is his 600 page, illustrated
book on "The Complete History of
Competitive Swimming in Canada,
1867-2002."
Jack, who is the
youngster at 65 in his age group,
should be back at the meets looking
for more records this year.
(Continued on page 13)
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The 200 IM
Individual Medley (IM) events are
considered the most unique and
most demanding in swimming
competition. In order to perform
well in these “all-four –stroke”
races you must have fairly good
skill levels in at least three of the
four strokes. The key to success
is pacing each stroke segment
according to one’s speed in each
separate stroke category. If, for
example, your best 50 Freestyle
from a push-off is 30 seconds,
then it stands to reason that your
last 50 on a 200 IM can likely be
performed in around 34 seconds.
This will naturally depend on your
physiological conditioning, but it
is expected that you will be in
good condition before attempting
to properly pace-swim this race.
For the other three strokes, the
projection of pace times for each
50 of a 200 IM are as follows:
Fly: 2-3 seconds slower than
your best time, Back: 3-5
seconds
slower,
and
Breaststroke: 6-8 seconds
slower.
In this way you can
extrapolate a likely finishing time
for your 200 IM in competition.
TRAINING:
Training will consist of working on
all four strokes, in a variety of
workout designs, keeping in mind
that there needs to be additional
stroke work on your weakest
strokes. You should not simply
swim most of your repeat work
(e.g. 10 X 100 m.) in IM format,
but train specifically for IM events
at least twice a week. Butterfly
training needs to be curtailed as
one ages due to excessive strain
on the shoulder joint area, so be
sure to restrict fly training.
Here are a few examples of
training sets for the 200 IM.
1. 4 X 4 X 50 (1-4) @ 1.00 min.
Do each set of 4 in stroke
order.
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And, increase the speed of each
50 from moderate to fast.
If necessary, take a 60 secs. rest
between each set of four.
2. 4 X 300 IM (1-3) @3 min.
Rest. (75 m of each stroke).
For
overdistance work, to
gain endurance and
confidence in the shorter
race requirement.
3. 2 X 200 IM Broken Swims at
Race Pace. 15 seconds rest
between each 50 m. Time
and record each 50, to
determine potential race final
time. Take a 5 minute break
between each one. This is
for late stage training, and to
be done at high quality in
both stroke and power
levels.
4. 5 X 100 IM @2:00 mins. In
Reverse Order (Free-BrstBack-Fly)
TURNS:
There must be considerable time
spent on refining the special turns
required in swimming IM’s. Each
stroke change requires a unique
turning technique not found in
any other events. You must take
time to work on these turns, as
they are critical for success in this
event.
RACING:
In competition it is imperative that
you maintain proper stroke
technique and established pace
times for each 50 m. If you go
out too fast in the fly you will pay
for it in excessive lactic acid
buildup in the latter stages of the
race and your time will be
disappointing. This is the type of
race where you must depend on
self-confidence in your stroke
strengths - race leaders will
change according to this. You
may be last at the first 50, but
with good back and breaststroke
segments you can be back in the
race for the freestyle anchor.
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Remember, swim your own race,
don’t worry about what the other
swimmers are doing. If you do
this you will be a successful
medleyist.
Individual Medley races are very
demanding, yet they can be a lot
of fun if performed correctly.
Canada has historically had
more success in IM swimming
internationally than any other
event. Think of Alex Baumann,
Curtis Myden, Marianne Limpert,
and Joanne Malar—all
international medalists in IM
events. Good luck and enjoy this
challenging event.

TRAINING THE OLDER
SWIMMER

With Gail Roper

Sports Illustrated has called
her the most dominant
swimmer ever!
In her youth Gail was a US
National Champion. She coached
herself to a spot on the 1952
Olympic Team, but due to a pulled
ligament in her ankle, she was not
able to race.
Gail swam until she was 26, well
beyond the normal age for a
competitive female swimmer. It was
then time to start a family and live
the family life. She stayed away from
swimming for 18 years raising 7
children.
It was at the age of 44 that Gail
began to swim again. She competed
in the first Masters meet ever held in
(Continued on page 14)
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1970 and from the start began to
break national records in all four
strokes and the individual
medley. She has set over 42 world
records and 166 US National
Records in all of the age groups in
which she has participated from the
40-44 to the 70-74 age groups.
In 1986, Gail was diagnosed with
spinal stenosis and advised to
severely
restrict
her
swimming. Following the doctor's
advice, she only coached
from
1991-94, for the very successful
University of San Francisco Masters
But you can't keep a good girl out
of the water and in 1994, she
decided to return to swimming,
instantly setting national and world
records in her new 65-69 age
group. Today, at 75, she continues
to swim up a storm, now with a pace
maker. In her new age group she
recently set 3 new world records at
Bellevue, WA in February

GL: How and where do you
feel that older (65+) swimmers
can make the most
improvements.
GR: This is a delicate subject
and most swimmers do not like
to accept the fact that they will
not improve as they grow older. I
am not an exercise physiologist
but from what I've experienced
myself and other swimmers in
my age group, everyone has a
point of no return.
Everyone
seems to age differently
depending on genetic factors and
how much you have abused your
body over your Masters or other
careers. Swimmers, who begin
Masters competition later, say in
their 50's and 60's appear to
continue to swim well into their
60's and 70's whereas swimmers
who have been in swimming
from their 30's and 40's begin to
slow up earlier. Once you slow
down, nothing can be done to
improve, rather it is a struggle to
stay in one place and go slower,
slower than anyone else.
My

last PB was when I was 57.
GL: What is quality in terms of
swim sets and can you give an
example?
GR: If you are over 60, you need
to be very careful of stressing
your body as stress causes
aging. If you are training for a
200 race, then a set might be
2x100 negative split with about
20 seconds between hundreds x
2. That's 400 yards of training
at 90%, that's enough Another
set would be 4x50 giving yourself
an interval that gives 10 seconds
rest, as in a broken 200. Two
broken 200's is all you need.
Focus more on your quality sets
as you can't do many of them
without breaking down.
GL: What is garbage yardage
and can you give an example?
GR: Most Masters programs are
geared to giving swimmers an
hour's worth of variety. Any set
that does not prepare you for
your goal is probably not worth
doing. A set like 5x 100 on a
given short rest interval where
the goal is to make the interval
and not recording the time. It
would be better to do a longer
rest interval and keep the 100's
under a goal time. Any set that
mixes up the strokes without
regard to the time achieved is
garbage. A set like this would be
5x100 with the first 100 free, the
2nd 100, 75 free, 25 stoke, the
third hundred 50-50, the fourth
25 free, 75 stoke and the last
100 all stroke. You can't work
this type of set as the time for
each 100 can't be repeated or
worked upon.
GL: How can
Masters
swimmers over 65, capable of
2000-3000 metre workouts
apply this to workouts when
training for stroke/middle
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distance events when they are
schooled swimmers?
GR: Swimmers over 65 should
give themselves a day of rest
between workouts to recover if
they are doing 90% efforts. On
the off days, stretching programs
could be included. You need to
achieve your workout goals in
one 6-800 yard set, enough to
maintain systems. 400m of warm
up, 200m of drills and kicks, main
set of 6-800 yards, 400m of drills
or kick, 200 easy. The main set
could be a kick, pull or swim set
of any one stroke or i.m.
GL: And not schooled
swimmers, (little background
in swimming technique)?
GR: I don't think any swimmer
should be doing a lot of a sets
without first learning proper
technique. Lot's of 25's focusing
on form. This is hard as most
swimmers want a "workout" and
not do technique training.
GL: Backstroke and freestyle
tumble turns tend to be
challenging in terms of breath
control or spatial awareness
especially as we grow
older. Is there a time when
open turns are a better
choice?
GR: Yes, when the cost in
oxygen depletion results in trying
to recover for the first half of the
next lap. It would be better to
take a breath and a good pushoff
than not go into oxygen
debt.
This will also happen to
breaststrokers on the pull down
off the wall and a time will come
when doing this is detrimental as
well as dangerous.
Lack of
oxygen to the brain can cause
cell damage.
If you feel you
need air, take it. I now breathe
every stroke on the 100 and
every fourth on the 50 free.
(Continued on page 15)
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GL: Do you suggest that older
swimmers
try
using
breaststroke kick on the fly or
possibly
double
arm
backstroke to help them. In
some cases to be able to do
more strokes and IM in
particular?
GR: Yes. Swimming other
strokes is good for flexibility and it
should be permitted if they feel
better doing it.
GL: How can older swimmers
be integrated with other
Masters swimmers sometimes
30 years younger and often
very fast and fit? I know you
sometimes work out with youth
teams.
GR:
Fast and fit is
relative. Older swimmers might
be faster and fitter than 30 year
olds who are new to masters
swimming.
It is dangerous to
combine these two in one lane as
the older swimmers are more
prone to injury from younger
inexperienced swimmers who
haven’t leaned to swim
straight.
If a 30 year old hits
another 30 year old, its a bruise,
a 30 year old hitting a 60 plus
year old is a broken bone. I swam
with youth teams for a lot or
reasons. They were disciplined,
swam straight, followed the set as
given and never complained.
Now that I'm 75, I can't keep up
with the 10 year olds, so I swim
with a very small masters
program run by the age-group
coach.
GL: Do you have any other
suggestions or hints helping
older swimmers to continue to
swim well as they age?
GR: Give yourself rest days to let
your
body
recover.
Do not do excessive macho
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yardage challenges, like the
F e b r u a r y
F i t n e s s
challenge, "training camps" that
go for yardage, the New Year's
day set of 50 x 100's etc. 2000
yards is enough to maintain.
Don't spread yourself too thin and
try to do to much. Stick to the
strokes you do best.
Do keep up flexibility training,
maintain muscle strength and
k eep a he alt h y o ut l ook .
Swimmers over 60 should not do
hypoxic training, in or out of the
wall without breathing, etc. Avoid
any breath control training.
Be happy you can still swim!

Fitness Swimmers
NOT Recreational Swimmers
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SR: I have been a recreational
swimmer most of my life. My
daughters were both competitive
summer swimmers and that gave
me the idea of joining a team. I
tried competition for a couple of
years - - long enough to find out
that I'm not a racer. After more
than 10 years as a summer
swimming parent - working at
summer meets - it was natural to
get involved with running Masters
meets.
GL: Your children swam
c o m p e t i t i ve l y.
Did
t hi s
influence you to get involved
with Masters?
SR: Yes.

Sunny Runnells during practice at
the Nanaimo pool.

GL: Have you changed from a
competitive Masters swimmer
to a fitness swimmer? What do
you like most about swim
workouts and do you have a
favourite stroke?
SR: The only stroke I can swim
with any speed is freestyle, so it's
my favourite.
Visually I love
butterfly and in my imagination I
can swim it beautifully, but I
wouldn't want anyone to watch
what I really look lik e.

GL: Sunny , could you give us
an idea as to how long you
have been active with the
Nanaimo Ebbtides as an
organizer and a Masters
swimmer?
SR: I joined the Ebbtides in
1986. I think I was president and
meet manager for three years.

GL: What do enjoy most about
belonging to a Masters
swimming group?
SR: Our team has a whole lot of
fun. After all these years the
team feels like my family. I also
really enjoy the physical benefits
that swimming for so long has
given me. I'm an enthusiastic
kayaker and because of swim
muscles I'm not half bad!

GL: I believe that you were an
age
group
competitive
swimmer and now as a Masters
swimmer consider yourself a
fitness swimmer who ends up
on the officiating or organizing
end of a swim meet. Would you
comment on this?

Editor’s note: Sunny and her husband
Al actually helped out at the Ebbtides
meet in November despite the fact it was
their anniversary and Al’s birthday! I think
they have been working at every meet
since 1986! Thanks so much. ☺
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Injury Prevention through
Shoulder Stabilization
Part 3
By Steve Jorgensen
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movement as in basic
exercises.
Maintaining the
shoulder blade set, position
the arm, elbow bent, so that

(Special thanks to my friend and
colleague Rich Burman, who took the
photographs for this series).

Steve Jorgensen is a Registered
Physiotherapist specializing in
Sports and Orthopaedic
Physiotherapy at Summit Injury
Management Downtown, in
Victoria, telephone (250) 3833638. He is a brand new father
of Rachel, currently on hiatus
from the Victoria Masters Swim
Club, though he plans to return
to the club in the not-toodistant future. You can reach
him at sjorgensen@sumhab.com
with specific questions.

In the final installment of this
series, I will describe exercises
that more closely approximate
the positions required for
swimming. As with the
exercises in Part 2, these build
on the previous exercises.
The
same
cautions
mentioned in Part 2 regarding
pain when exercising apply
here: please don’t push
through pain, and consult a
medical professional should
you experience pain that does
not go away.
I wish you the best of luck. I
hope the exercises contained
in this series will help you
remain free of injury and in the
water.
1. Ball Layout with Arm Raise
Lie on your front on the
ball. The ball supports your
body via the lower part of the
ribcage and the hips.
Perform the shoulder
blade back and down

the arm is directly out to your
side (i.e. a 90 degree angle
the shoulder relative to your
body). Maintain this as a static
contraction.
Suggested sets/reps:
5 x 10 second holds each arm.
2. Front Bridge with Feet on
Ball
Position yourself on ball as
shown.
Perform the long reach as in
basic exercise 3. This will
mean sliding your shoulders
around your ribcage so that
you are doing a sort of “plus”
movement at the end of a

push-up. End result will be
that your back is not sagging
between your shoulder blades
(the “old horse” look!)
Suggested sets/reps:
15 seconds x 3.
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Progression - Front Bridge
with Feet on Ball:
As above with alternating
single leg support.
Suggested sets/reps:
5 seconds per leg x 5 each
leg.

3. Dumbbell “Catches”
Lie on your back on the
floor, legs straight.
Hold a light (1/2 to 1lb)
dumbbell in your right hand.
Lower the dumbbell towards
the floor over your head.
Oscillate the dumbbell slowly
and in small movements up
and down. These must be

slow and controlled, rather
than bouncing movements.
Suggested sets/reps:
3 x 15 each arm.

(Continued on page 17)
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Progression - D u m b b e l l
“Catches”:
Position as above, except
with right leg bent. This will
help reduce the potential for
strain to the lower back during
this exercise.
As you oscillate the
dumbbell with your right arm,
also oscillate your left leg in
small movements up and
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another direction of resistance,
and is a progression from the
basic exercise without the
tubing.

Suggested sets/reps:
3 x 20 seconds rotating
clockwise and counterclockwise, each arm.

down off the floor. Do not
allow your lower back to arch
off the floor. Movements slow
and controlled.
Repeat with left arm/right
leg.
Suggested sets/reps:
3 x 15 each arm/leg
combination

5. “Thumbs Up” Dumbbell
Raises
Start position - Lie on your
front on the ball. The ball
supports your body via the
lower part of the ribcage and
the hips.
Grasp a light

4. Back Bridge with Shoulders
on Ball – Dumbbell Circles
Position yourself with head
and shoulders on ball, head
supported by the ball to avoid
neck strain.
Grasp a light dumbbell (3
or 4 lb) in the right hand.
Perform the long reach from
the exercise 3 of the basic
exercises. Circle the right arm,
moving from the shoulder. In
this picture, I am using a piece
of surgical tubing attached to a
door on the left. This adds

dumbbell in your left hand, and
position the hand at floor level.
“Thumbs Up” Dumbbell
Raises – finish position
With arm straight at the
elbow, slowly raise the
dumbbell towards the ceiling
with the upper arm at a 45
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degree angle in relation to the
trunk (i.e., your upper arm will
not be straight out to your side,
nor will it be alongside your
head; it will be in between

these two positions). While
raising the dumbbell, be sure
to avoid “shrugging” the
shoulder towards the ear.
Think instead of the shoulder
blade moving in the down and
back manner practiced in
basic exercises 1 and 2.
Suggested sets/reps:
3 x 10 each arm.
Thanks to Steve and his
photographer, Rich for their
excellent 3 part series. They
will be appearing on the MSC
website as well as within the
Gr ea t L eng th s mag a zi n e
published on the MSABC web
site when a new issue is mailed.
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20th Annual Cowichan
Masters Meet was a Big
Success.

Submitted by Diane Ruffell
(Cowichan Masters)
All the volunteers who helped
out including our local youth club,
the Duncan Stingrays, are to be
applauded for their efforts.

three National breast stroke
r ec o rds. W OW , wha t a n
achievement, congratulations to
you all.
As meet manager you always
strive for perfection, but reality
hits the day of the meet and
those little screw ups appear,
thank you to everyone for being
so patient and understanding. I
make a promise to myself each
year to do it better job next year,
but only time will tell. My team
did an awesome job setting up
and our Food People worked
tirelessly to ensure we were all
fed and water, thank you once
again.

then we will have to have a
committee meeting and debate
the issue.
Thank you to all the swimmers
who attended our meet, we would
not be a success without you.

HYACK Masters Swim Meet
Details of this meet are sketchy.
The meet was run by the ’youth’
club with Hyack Masters taking
on the social.
The attendance was somewhat
low at perhaps just under 80
which might have been due to the
late entry of the meet and
perhaps the early morning hour.
It seems that there was a little
confusion on what to do with
records. So…

We had 113 swimmers come
from the Island and Vancouver
including swimmers from BC
Special Olympics in Victoria. I
must say it was a pleasure having
the Special Olympic swimmers;
they swam extremely well and
certainly appeared to be enjoying
themselves.

Records were being broken on a
regular basis, I counted 13 BC
individual records, 5 Canadian
individual records, 3 BC relay
records, 2 Canadian relay
records, with 90 year young, Jim
Panton from Victoria breaking
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Record Applications
- Read this. The next BC or
Canadian record may be yours!
∗

Each year I get to met new faces
and catch up with old
acquaintances, we talk about our
training, aches and pains, goals
and most of all share in one
common goal, to keep swimming
and maybe one day we will get a
world record.
Now that the
pressure of running our meet is
over, I plan to train harder (at
least make all the practices) and
challenge myself to get best
times at Provincials. See you all
there.
Steve Ricketts from Nanaimo has
this notion that all meet
manager’s should do the 200 Fly,
so I challenge you Steve to show
us how it is done in Victoria, and

∗

∗
∗

∗

If you think you might set a
record check to see if there
are coloured slips at the
marshalling table that you can
give to the timers.
If not, be sure to tell your
timers you are trying for a
record so there will be 3 times
on your swim.
After the race check what
your time was.
Check at the record table in
the record book to see that
you did, in fact, break a
record.
Fill out the record application
form completely and leave at
the record table (forms are in
the record book if you do not
have one with you.)
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For out of province meets
∗ take a record form with you
(can be found at the MSABC
web site)
∗ Fill out the form if you break
a BC, Canadian or World
record and have the referee
or chief timer sign the form
∗ Ask for a back up time sheet
to confirm the official time
∗ They will usually give you a
print out of your race for the
computer.
∗ Send this to Julie Jones, our
Provincial recorder. Her
address is on page 27 and
keep a copy for your own
records.
∗ Julie issues a record
certificate for all BC and or
Canadian records and
stickers for the certificate for
each subsequent record.
∗ Please make Julie’s job
easier by taking on this
responsibility. It is your
record.
∗ Julie will then send the form
on to Christian Berger, the
National records keeper, if
your record is a National one
or a World one.
∗ A world record requires a
birth certificate or passport
verification copy of age and a
pool
measurement
certification.
∗ For a world record ask
questions and follow through
on what is being done with
the processing of your
record.
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Distance Per Stroke (DPS)
By Coach/swimmer Paul Hutinger
(2004 inductee into the
International Masters Swimming
Hall of Fame)

Florida Mavericks
(Reprinted from the Nov 2003
Maverick Lane Lines with
permission from the author)

The importance of distance
per stroke is a generally
accepted principle. The big
problem in my coaching is that
swimmers will go slower, until
they make adjustments. Many do
not have the patience to continue
working on DPS until speed is
introduced into their training
techniques. Why change and
what are the advantages?
INCREASES

SPEED - HELPS TO
STREAMLINE - INCREASES STROKE
EFFICIENCY - EXERT LESS ENERGY
- BUILDS A GOOD STROKE RHYTHM
- GENERATES RELAXED SPEED GOOD FOR RACE PACE

Top swimmers, such as
Popov, Biondi, Thorpe and
Phelps, all train using DPS.
Start by swimming 25 yds.,
and count each time your hand
enters the water. Do a lot of 25’s
on 1 minute intervals.
(Remember Paul is working with
older swimmers, 60 plus)
Suggestions after each repeat:
take one fewer stroke on next 25,
work on streamline and drop
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your head, use more body roll to
increase stroke length, reach
more on recovery, don't rush
your stroke, try “ riding off your
kick”. Matt Watkins of Florida
Maverick Masters, is a good
example of 12 strokes per 25 yd,
(approx. 13 for 25 m.) with a flip
turn. He maintained this DPS for
his recent 6000 yd. swim. Twelve
strokes would be an ultimate
DPS for most Masters
swimmers.
After you have reduced your
DPS, add speed, but maintain
your DPS. Do a set of 4 x 50 on
2:00 (more if needed) and time
each one with your lower stroke
count.
At your next m eet,
concentrate on your DPS in
warm-up and in your swims.
Keep a record of your best times
with a swimmer or coach giving
you a stroke count.
In practice, try to swim a 200
or 500 with the longer stroke.
Remember, technique will
improve your swim times along
with good training.
This same principle can be
applied to back, breast and fly
strokes. Take fewer strokes and
increase your efficiency with
precise efforts in all your training,
including fins.
As one world class
swimmer, Scott Shake (my
former grad student), Tucson,
AZ, told me at Nationals in
Tempe, “In Masters swimming,
there are 3 things by which we
can measure our success. If you
achieve one of the three, then
you had a successful swim. If
you achieve 2 of the 3, then you
had a very good swim. If you are
fortunate to achieve all 3, then
you had a GREAT swim! The 3
Masters Swimming Objectives:
1. Look Good
2. Feel Good
3. Swim Fast.”
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MASTERS SWIMMING ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
NOTICE OF ELECTION
The 2004-2005 Directors’ elections will be held at the Annual General Meeting Saturday April 24, 2004.
There are four vacancies (*) to be filled. Directors’ shall be elected for a term for two years [Bylaw 25(1)],
expiring at the AGM. If a successor is not elected the previous officer continues in the office [Bylaw 25(4)]
CURRENT 2003-2004 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Aart Looye (Winskill Otters)
President
Leon Politano (Victoria Masters)
Vice President
Tony Zezza (Navy)
Secretary
Mike Hambrook (UBC)
Treasurer
Registrar
Bonnie Pronk (Crystal Silver Streaks)
Editor
Stephen Ricketts (Nanaimo Ebbtides)
Member at Large
John Bell (English Bay Swim Club)
Member at Large
Glen Mehus (Athans Y)
Member at Large

2005
2004*
2005
2004*
2004* to be filled
2005
2005
2004*
2005

DUTIES OF DIRECTORS
On behalf of the membership the Directors are responsible for planning and guiding the overall affairs of
MSABC. The Board establishes committees which directors chair. There are six Board meetings a year.
While engaged in the affairs of MSABC they shall be reimbursed for approved expenses that are
necessarily and reasonably incurred. [Bylaw 29].
NOMINATIONS OF CANDIDATES
MSABC members in good standing may nominate candidates for the positions that expire at the 2004
Annual General Meeting. Candidates must be MSABC members in good standing. Nominations may be
made in advance of the AGM by notifying Ivan Szasz at isasz@interchange.ubc.ca or (604) 734-4455, or
any Director, or from the floor at the AGM. Candidates may be requested to give a brief (1 minute)
statement supporting their nomination.
VOTING
A member in good standing is entitled to one vote [Bylaw 21(3)]. Voting is by show of hands. Proxy’s are not
permitted [Bylaw 22(1) and (2)]

NOTICE OF
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Masters Swimming Association of British Columbia
4:30pm, Saturday, April 24, 2004

Agenda
* Call to Order
* Adoption of Rules of Order
* Adoption of Agenda
* Auditor’s Report
* Appointment of Auditor
* Reports of the Directors
* Setting fees Swim Year 2004-2005

Awards - (presented at BBQ)
(1) Ted Simpson Trophy -Achievement;
(2) Stan Powell Memorial Service Award
∗ Election of Directors
∗ Question Period
* Adjournment
∗
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AWARDS OF MERIT
TED SIMPSON ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
This award, a trophy and MSABC logo picture in frame, will go to the REGISTERED MSABC MASTERS
SWIMMER who has achieved distinguished results in for the 2003-4 swim year. Results from World,
National, Provincial and Local Meets, improvement in personal best times,
and overcoming injury, illness and/or disability will be considered for this
award. This award is presented in memory of Ted Simpson. Ted was a
valued coach of the Vancouver Y Torpedos from 1960- 67. He continued
coaching and in later years coached Masters swimmers and was a valued
member of the MSABC board. Ted is remembered by young and old alike
as a coach who made swimming fun and made you feel good about
yourself. He was interested in all who came under his tutelage.
Achievement in all forms was something he valued and so this is a fitting
memorial to Ted and his life.

STAN POWELL MEMORIAL SERVICE AWARD
This award will be given to a person who has contributed to the betterment of Masters Swimming in the
Province of BC and/or service to Masters Swimming. (ie. Past service on the Board of Directors of MSABC,
club official, organizer of a club or event, volunteer at a meet and coaching.) This award is in memory of Stan
Powell who died in November of 1999. Stan played most sports throughout his lifetime and coached many at
the secondary school level for more than thirty years. Nearest and dearest to his heart was swimming and so
it was, upon Stan’s death, his family requested donations to establish a suitable memorial, which is a large
oak perpetual shield, with a similar smaller plaque as a “keeper”.
It was Stan’s belief that one should give back to the community something for the enjoyment received in
participating in sports. With that in mind, Stan was personally involved with swimming, water polo, basketball
and baseball. Because Stan gave so freely of his time volunteering for sport and who embodied Masters
swimming as a lifestyle, the Stan Powell Memorial Service Award is a fitting tribute to his memory.
*******************THE DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS IS APRIL 10, 2004****************

DO IT!
You must know someone who is deserving of these awards. Send your nomination with a few lines about
why they are qualified. This information should go to:
Glen Mehus Fax: (250) 765-2944 or email: gmehus@shaw.ca
The awards will be presented at the Pool BBQ at the Provincial Championships in April.
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VICTIM PROFILE
By Barry Davis
Mike Stamhuis was
born a year after
his parents, Arend
and
Conny,
immigrated
to
Vancouver
from
Holland........a long time ago (in
the dark ages). Mike's swimming
career started when he was eight
years old while living in Port
Coquitlam. He was in a Beginner
Red Cross class and his
instructor asked him if he could
swim a length of the pool. He had
never done it before.
Mike asked his instructor,
"You mean, with the breathing
and everything?"
"Yeah, with the breathing",
his instructor says. (smart ass)
Mike asked if he could start
at the deep end so he could be
near the shallow end if he didn't
make it all the way. Anyway, he
dove in and made it the whole
way, and apparently, he had set
a pool record in the process
(Things haven't really changed
into the present either).
After the lesson, Jim
Duncan, the Head Coach and
founder of the Coquitlam Sharks
Swim Club, invited Mike over to
the Commercial Hotel Restaurant
where he bought him a Coke and
told him all about how much fun it
would be to race, and how well
he could do. A Coke! Boy, was
Mike impressed (and evidently
not really acquainted with the
bargaining process).
So, Mike's life became one
where he would get up early,
walk to the pool, dive into
unheated water, and swim back
and forth, back and forth (For the
price of coloured sugar water, I
might add) over the black line

until he was ready to puke, and
then spend the rest of the day
with his eyes burning from the
chlorine (That's correct. In the
old days, goggles hadn't been
invented yet). But oh, it was
worth it because Jim Duncan had
bought him a Coke (The coach is
probably just laughing himself
into convulsions by this point).

Mike swam with the Sharks
for seven summers and then
joined the North Van Swim Club
when he moved to a sailboat
moored near the foot of Lonsdale
in North Vancouver. Two years
later, he attended UBC and swam
for the Varsity Team (where they
served BEER!!).
Mike coached the Sharks
(after recruiting with you know
what) for four summers while in
university, and later while working
in Nanaimo, he also coached the
Nanaimo Swim Club for three
more summers.
Mike states,
"You know you are old when kids
you used to coach as eight and
unders are now swimming
Masters."
By the third summer in
Nanaimo, his oldest son John
was born. Two of the maternity
room nurses were swimming
mothers and they bathed John
when he was about ten minutes
old. They suggested he was
already doing the backstroke.
How prophetic, except he ended
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up making the National Team as
a breaststroker. Mike admits he
could never catch on to the whip
kick like John or his mother
Conny (who was a profile person
a few years ago).
After being offered huge
incentives ($$$$$$$ and stock in
Fanta), Mike agreed to move to
the rust capital of the world....
Prince Rupert to manage a
consulting engineering office.
Later he became city engineer
and began his Masters career.
Mike then swam Masters in
Campbell River where he was
hired to be the City Engineer.
Mike was a great asset to the
Campbell River relays during that
time. I have a CASE of Coke to
bribe him to come back!
Currently, Mike is registered
with the Athans Y Masters in
Kelowna where he swims once
per week and then trains on his
own during public swims. This
can be challenging as most of us
know. He says he has developed
"techniques" to intimidate the
slow swimmers who have the
audacity to swim in the fast lane.
I think we would all like to hear
about these "techniques."
Apparently it clears them out
reeeeal good.
He mentioned
something about reverting to
canine behaviour???
It has been a privilege to know
Mike now for about 20 plus years.
He is very knowledgeable about
the world of swimming (even
though he swims the freestyle
feet first). I know Mike would
agree to answer any questions
you may have the next time you
see him, especially concerning
his "canine intimidation
techniques." This strikes me as a
possible invaluable clinic. Bring a
soft drink.
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BEHIND THE SCENCES
With Norma Powell

GL: You were on the MSABC
board for 7 years. What
specific projects have you
worked on.
NP: One of my first projects was
to compile a booklet, "Starting a
Masters Swim Club", a step by
step guide for those wanting to
form such a group.
In volunteering to assist with
Great Lengths early on, I
managed to capture the interest
of my son, Stewart, who assisted
in bringing about several changes
regarding the printing, also
excellent management of the
membership mailing list.
In 1988 MSABC was
presented with 250 prints of our
fish logo, "The Racer" by artist
Kay Rea. I'm sure you will agree
it is a beautiful logo and one I felt
should become better known as
our identity. With the help of
Ocean Promotion in Victoria, the
imprinted T-shirts came about, as
well as MSABC rubber and
silicone caps, later embroidered
golf shirts and vests. I enlisted
the services of Tom Murphy to
design our lapel pin.
All of the MSABC inventory
required someone to look after it,
filling orders, wrapping, mailing
and balancing the money. My
husband, Stan, took on the
task. Since I had assisted him
and the merchandise was in our
home, following Stan's death I
carried on as stock keeper until a
couple of years ago.
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Arranging for framing of
awards
(service
and
achievement) was an annual task
during my involvement on the
board. In Stan's memory our
family requested donations to
MSABC. Ivan Szasz took great
care in selecting the beautiful oak
perpetual plaque, also the
smaller keepers, which are The
Stan Powell Memorial Service
Award presented each year at
Provincials.
GL: Norma was also the
Special events coordinator,
(now
called
Sunshine
coordinator). Norma continues
in this role though not on the
board now. Would you explain
what this is and what you do?
NP: The Sunshine coordinator
responds to the needs of the
membership, either personally
delivering or arranging for
flowers, plants, chocolates or a
fruit basket being sent to a
member in hospital, a thank-you
for special efforts, new baby gift,
a token of sympathy or
recognition of exceptional
performance.
GL: How should clubs or
individuals
go
about
contacting you about a special
happening?
NP: I may be reached by phone
at (250)477-4237 or by e-mail at
normaspeedswimmer@shaw.ca
GL: Do you find this
volunteering rewarding and
would you recommend it to
others?
NP: Yes, volunteering has been a
large part of my life. The rewards
are huge if you choose an area of
interest and become totally
immersed therein.
GL: You have also shared
information about your swim
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trips with other Masters
swimmers. We know that in the
past you have enjoyed trips to
the Sr. Olympics in St. George,
Utah and the International Meet
in Honolulu & the short course
yards Sr. Olympics also in
Honolulu. Can you briefly
explain why these meets are so
enjoyable?
NP: That's easy to explain in two
words, fun and friendship. During
several trips to St.George and
many more to Hawaii, the
hospitality has been unbelievably
warm.
I like to participate where
Masters rules are closely adhered
to. In St.George and Honolulu the
officiating is excellent. It is lovely
to swim outdoors at the beautiful
Oahu Club under blue skies of
Hawaii and the warm sun.
Sunshine Snippet
Elaine Nicholson of Delta
Retreads is nursing along a
fractured hand, the result of a
recent ice skating mishap.
Crystal Silver Streaks "amp
champ", Emilio Clozza underwent
surgery on February 25th to
replace a knee.
We hope these two members will
soon be back in the swim.

Editors’ advice: Relax and you
will be back soon!
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DOWN BUT NOT OUT
Two Fractured Elbows
With Linda MacPherson

GL: Could you briefly explain
your cycling injury which put
you out of swimming for some
time?
LM; For the past few years I
have had to make a hard choice
on the long May weekend
between attending the Masters
Nationals or joining the other
members of the Vernon
Outdoors Club for their annual
cycling weekend. In 2001 I opted
to attend the Masters Nationals
in Calgary but on Victoria Day as
soon as my last event was over I
got on a plane to Victoria and
joined the cycling group at their
campsite in the Cowichan Bay
Area for the final ride on
Tuesday. Approximately half an
hour into the ride, a sudden stop
put me over the handlebars of
my bike and into a three-point
landing on the pavement
fracturing both my elbows and a
bone in my left hand. We had
lived in the
local
area
a r o u n d
Duncan
for
several years
so husband
Don was able
to get back to
the
car
quickly and
had me at the
Cowichan

Valley Hospital within minutes.
When I explained my plight to
the Emergency Physician he
casted my hand, but opted to put
my arms in slings so that I could
retain some articulation in my
elbows and my recovery and
rehab would be faster with the
overall effect on my swimming
minimized.
GL: How long were you out of
swimming and how did you
rehab your injury? (Include
types of exercises done and
what & when you were able to
do in the pool)
LM: I was out of the pool for
approximately 6 weeks following
the accident. I started
physiotherapy and massage
therapy as soon as I was able to
return to the pool. I found that,
even in the relatively short space
of 6 weeks, my triceps and
shoulder muscles had atrophied.
Although the bones had healed
well and quickly, the damage to
the soft tissue was the problem.
A year after the accident there
was still serious swelling in both
my elbows and it was painfully
impossible to straighten either of
my arms. Butterfly training was
out of the question and this was
a real heartbreak for me.
GL: How did you cope
mentally with your injuries
especially coming after some
great swims at Nationals? In
regard to this, do you have
any advice for others trying to
get back to swimming after an
injury?
LM: Quite frankly, the pain from
my injuries detracted from any
mental anguish and my desire to
get back to normal as quickly as
possible may have prolonged
the painful part of the recovery
process.
I found any type of cross-
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training to maintain general
conditioning was very difficult.
Cycling was very painful on my
arms and caused them to swell
and stay swollen for a prolonged
period. Working out at the gym
was not as easy as it had been
because any type of jarring and
impact would cause great pain
and the simple task of adjusting
the machines required the help
of someone else. The advice I
have for others who have

suffered an injury is to get into
physiotherapy and/or massage
therapy and get back into the
pool as quickly as possible.
GL: Are there any lingering
flexibility
or
strength
problems with your arms and
if so how do you compensate
for them or do you have
exercises that you continue to
do?
LM: Arthritis is a long-term result
of these injuries. This is more
apparent in my age group than
in younger injured athletes.
While they will probably
experience this down the road
as they age, I am experiencing it
now.
GL: What does your training
consist of now and what goals
are you setting?
LM: I am now back to a full
program of training. I swim 4
days a week with a group of
local triathletes under the
(Continued on page 25)
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(Continued from page 24)

guidance of a very aggressive
coach who is aware of my
personal goals and constantly
points me in the right direction. I
work out at the gym several
times each week and I also take
part in activities such as crosscountry
skiing
and
snowshoeing.
Linda’s Bio
Linda MacPherson (Shier) began
swimming when, at age 11, with a
leg broken in a horseback riding
accident, her physician father sent
her to the Vancouver Crystal Pool
to get some therapeutic exercise.
VASC coach, Percy Norman,
spotted her and started coaching
her. She swam for the Vancouver
Amateur Swim Club and the
Canadian Dolphin Swim Club until
she was about 16. In 1955 she was
a member of the Canadian National
Swim Team at the Pan American
games in Mexico City. While
attending UBC, she swam for and
coached the UBC swim team and
she and her first husband, Don
Shore, started up the swimming
program at the North Shore Winter
Club. In 1964 they moved to
Nanaimo where they started and
ran the summer swimming program
until 1974. Linda returned to
competitive swimming when she
joined the Nanaimo Ebbtides
Masters Club in 1985. She moved
to Vernon in February of 1996 and
continued her Masters training and
competition. She began coaching a
group of seniors and became the
coordinator for the Okanagan/
Similkameen zone. Several of her
seniors were already swimming in
Masters competition, so the
formation of the Vernon Masters
Swim Club was a logical
occurrence.
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21 TOP LAWS OF SWIMMING
By Jerry Heidenreich
1. Three of the most important components of swimming are:
technique, technique, technique.
2. Strive for optimum, not maximum, performance.
3. Learn to balance, align, and stabilize your body first. Everything
else with become easier.
4. Seek the path of least resistance.
5. Find the path of most resistance.
6. To become effortless requires great effort.
7. Listen to the water, feel the water, be one with the water. Swim
quietly.
8. The mind leads the body.
9. The harder you work, the harder you can play.
10.Practice does not make perfect. Perfect practice makes perfect.
What you do in practice will determine what you do in meets.
11. The fastest swimmers are the ones who slow down the least.
12. The fastest you ever travel is when you dive off the block and
push off the wall.
13. Slice through the water, don’t plow. Make you middle name
“streamline”.
14. Don’t think of pulling the water. Learn to anchor your hands,
wrists, and forearms, and hold onto the water. Learn to use your
legs for balance and body stabilization.
15. Power is generated from the hips and torso. Use your shoulders
for your recovery and to generate additional arm speed.
16. Relax from the inside out.
17. Never look back.
18. Attack your race, attack your opponent.
19. Embrace your opponents. They make you a faster, better
swimmer.
20. Use visual and mental imagery of yourself achieving and
surpassing your goals.
21. Swim smart, use your head, and keep your head still.

COACHES
If a person completes the NCCP Swimming
Coaching Theory and Technical Level 1 courses
and a minimum of 30 practical hours with a Masters team, the Board will reimburse that person
the sum of $150.00 towards the cost of the
courses.
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AD RATES FOR GREAT
LENGTHS
Full Page: 18.5 cm x 24 cm =
$200.00 for one issue or
$800.00 for 5 issues
1/2 Page 18.5 cm x 12 cm =
$150.00 for one issue or
$600.00 for 5 issues
1/4 Page 9.25 cm x 12 cm =
$125.00 for one issue
or $500.00 for 5 issues
1/6 Page 6.10 cm x 12 cm =
$75.00 for one issue
or $300.00 for 5 issues

Newsletter Deadlines
2004
January 1st - Jan/Feb Issue
March 1st - Mar/Apr Issue
May 1st - May/July Issue September1st - Aug/Oct Issue
November 1st - Nov/Dec Issue
Subscriptions for a non MSABC member are: $15
US or CDN payable to MSABC & send to Editor
Bonnie Pronk.

MSABC PINS ($5.00)
MSABC SILICONE CAP ($12.00)
MSABC LATEX CAP ($5.00)
MSABC T-SHIRT ($14.00) if mailed
STILL AVAILABLE—CALL RUSS DONALDSON 250-384-4704 TO
ORDER YOURS AND ASK HIM ABOUT OTHER ITEMS FOR SALE
A MSABC EMBROIDERED LOGO IS NOW AVAILABLE AT OCEAN
PROMOTIONS INC IN VICTORIA FOR A $5.00 CHARGE. PLEASE
CONTACT RUSS FOR MORE INFORMATION.

EXOTIC MEETS
Pool at Alice Springs
Australia
The Friendly Masters
Games (every 2 years)
Next: Oct 17- 22, 2004!
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VIDEO LIST

21st Century Swimming with Bill Sweetenham
• Volume 1 - Freestyle
• Volume 2 - Backstroke
• Volume 3 - Breaststroke
• Volume 4 - Butterfly
• Volume 5 - Individual Medley
• Volume 6 - Starts, Turns, Finishes
• Volume 7 - Advanced Drills
• Volume 8 - Mini Squad/Junior Squad
• Volume 9 - Coaching Hints

Richard Quick and Skip Kenney series:
•
Swim Smarter, Swim Faster
•
Swim Smarter, Swim Faster II: Starts, Turns
& Finishes
Swimming Fastest II
Fluid Swimming by Dr. Marty Hull
Swimming Towards 2000 by Scott Volkers

Don Gambril's Classic Series:
• Swimming Techniques (with E. Maglischo)
• Coaches' Drills
• Women's Swimming

What's the Limit with Aleksandre Popov
Total Immersion Swimming - Terry Laughlin
• Freestyle / Backstroke
• Butterfly / Breaststroke

All videos are available for loan to all MSABC members. The loan period for the videos is three weeks and a
maximum of two videos can be borrowed at a time. To borrow a video, contact John Bell, MSABC Director,
phone (604) 685-1412 or videos@mastersswimming.bc.ca. Please provide you full name, mailing address, phone
number and MSABC registration number when requesting a video.
Web Sites
MSABC Web Page

Http://www.mastersswimming.bc.ca

Canadian Records Web Page:

Http://www3.sympatico.ca/chberger

MSABC Records Web Page

Http://www.user.dccnet.com/julanej

Oregon Web Page /PNA

Http://www.swimoregon.org - www.pna.org

Pool Guide

Http://lornet.com/sgol

US Masters Web Page:

Http://www.usms.org

MSC Web Page (new)

Http://www.mastersswimmingcanada.ca

Swim BC Web Page

Http://www.swim.bc.ca

FINA

Http://www.fina.org/

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
PLEASE DO NOT SUBMIT A
CHANGE OF ADDRESS TO THE
NATIONAL
OFFICE.
ALL
CHANGE
OF
ADDRESSES
SHOULD BE SENT TO THE
MSABC REGISTRAR
AND
EDITOR.

RECORDS KEEPER:
JULIE JONES
4948 11A AVENUE
DELTA, V4M 1Z4
PHONE: 604-943-6561
EMAIL: records@mastersswimming.bc.ca
RECORD APPLICATIONS AT
www.mastersswimming.bc.ca/records/records.htm
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NATIONAL RECORDS

Marion Devitt (85-89)
Crystal Silver Streaks
100 back

Mike McIntyre (50-54)
North Vancouver Masters
50 free, 50 back
(no picture available)

Linda MacPherson (65-69)
Vernon Masters
200 free
Len Coverdale, Norma Powell,
Grant Hall, Bonnie Pronk
Victoria Crystal Silver Streaks
280-319 200 free and medley relays

Hugh McGregor (85-89)
Victoria
200 back

John van Buuren (50-54)
Vancouver
50 free, 50 fly, 100 fly,
100 I.M.

MSABC
Bonnie Pronk, Editor
PO Box 361
Heriot Bay, BC V0P 1H0

Elsa de Leeuw (80-84)
White Rock Waves
400 free, 100 free
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